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In today’s turbulent world it’s nice to know you can place your trust in a brand that has 

been at the forefront of caravan and motorhome development since the early 1960’s. In 

2015, Adria celebrates its fiftieth year anniversary and all of our new vehicles wear the 

new Adria logo with pride. 

With experience comes knowledge, skills and real insight into the changing needs of 

our customers, which feed directly into the design and manufacture of Adria’s award-

winning range of caravans, motorhomes and camper vans. 

All Adria vehicles are designed and manufactured at our state-of-the-art factory in the 

heart of Europe. Here, the passion, dedication and commitment of our highly skilled 

workforce and the best suppliers in the industry, comes together to produce innova-

tively designed vehicles of the highest quality, durability and reliability. 

Our season 2015 vehicles continue with our philosophy, which we call Living in Motion, 

they represent our strongest line-up ever, with innovative new features, exceptional 

specifications, intelligent layouts and great value for money.

And on your travels, it’s always good to enjoy peace of mind. Adria caravans are backed 

up with class leading warranties, a dealer network of over 400 professional dealers and 

an efficient parts and aftersales service.

Discover more in our new online magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria.co.uk

Enjoy your adventures. 

Sonja Gole
CEO Adria Mobil
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Living in motion
Inspiring adventures for fifty years.

1960’s 1970’s 1980’s 1990’s 2000’s 2010’s
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Since 1965 ...

Adria has been making recreational vehicles 

for fifty years. From the very first Adria Cara-

van 375 in 1965 and the first motorhomes, the 

Adriatik 420 and 450 in 1982, Adria has been 

an innovator and leader in its field. 1965   |   Adria 375

1970   |   DeLuxe

1994   |   Unica
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 Inspiring adventures for fifty years.

Adria supports the outdoor lifestyle and  are proud to have partnered the 

winning Red Bull KTM Factory Racing Team at the Dakar Rally in 2013 

and 2014, providing vehicles for the gruelling 9,000km rally raid through 

South America.

Adria also supports the Adria Mobil Cycling Team in the UCI World 

Championships. Discover more at: www.adria.co.uk

2005   |   Action

2012   |   Astella
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WINNER
In association with

Best Layout
Adria Adora Isonzo
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Adria Astella Rio Grande
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the 
caravan
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WINNER
In association with

Caravan of the Year
Adria Adora Isonzo

Windscreen sticker winners.indd   9 06/11/2013   14:18

Intelligent Construction

Adria uses the best materials for body construction, such as GRP polyester for durability 

and moisture-resistance. We also offer upgraded AL-KO chassis on selected models. We 

also make most of the furniture ourselves, designed and built to last. 

For vehicle specifics refer to model pages and the technical data, on our website  

www.adria.co.uk

Award-Winning Products

Adria regularly wins independent awards for design, innovation, vehicle safety, quality and 

customer satisfaction - including the prestigious Konig Kunde »King Of Customers« award 

in the German market. The New Adora recently won Caravan of The Year in the UK and 

the New Altea won Caravan of the Year in The Netherlands. The Astella and Altea also both 

won European Innovation Awards for design.

See our latest awards

at www.adria.co.uk 

Exterior & Interior

Innovative. i-shaped design exterior with front and rear wall including LED lights

Integrated. Completely integrated awning profile, handles and windows.

Intelligent. Modular system of multi-piece ABS plastic parts which embrace the  

polyester body.

Why choose Adria?

We believe in intelligent design. From our innovative ‘i-shaped’ exterior design to intelligent 

and flexible layouts plus those special touches which make all the difference.

Interior designs which optimize space and functionality, with style. Smart kitchens, Ergo 

bathrooms and Smart sleeping solutions. 

Intelligent Design
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All Adria vehicles are designed and made in our state-of-the art fac-

tory in Novo mesto, Slovenia, right  in the heart of Europe. The best 

facilities in the industry, ISO certified, using the latest technologies, 

world class manufacturing processes and fifty years experience of 

our employees, means you can rely on your Adria vehicle. 

World Class Manufacturing Durability, Quality and Reliability

Adria use the best materials, the latest construction techniques and 

processes for durability, quality and reliability. Our vehicles offer year-

round use as we optimize insulation, heating and airflow manage-

ment. 

Quality Partners

Adria works with the best partners when 

designing and developing our vehicles, 

companies with an equal commitment to 

functionality, quality and reliability. 

Value for Money

Adria vehicles always offer good value for 

money, with high levels of specification and 

features. Thanks to their intelligent design 

and robust construction all Adria vehicles 

are built to give you long-lasting value.

Peace of Mind Holidays

Adria’s extensive professional dealer network, of over 400 dealers 

across Europe and beyond, means you have peace of mind on your 

travels. All Adria vehicles are backed up by a comprehensive war-

ranty and an efficient parts and after sales service to our dealers. 
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ASTELLA

page 10-17

CAMPING IN GLAMOROUS STYLE

CARAVANS

   2 Models

   4 Berths

Did you know?

That we have been producing leisure vehicles for 50 years?

That we have been present in the UK market for 40 years?

That we are the third largest manufacturer 
of caravans and motorhomes in the EU?

That all of our vehicles are NCC approved?

That Adria vehicles can be serviced  
under the NCC Approved Workshop Scheme?

That all of our caravans are specifically designed for the UK?

That all of our vehicles are fully winterised for all year use  
and are grade 3 classified?



page 18-25

IT WILL CHANGE YOUR VIEWS

   5 Models

   2-6 Berths

9

page 26-33

DESIGNED FOR BRIGHTER LIVING

   4 Models

   4-7 Berths

ALTEAADORA
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Astella
The Astella is the ultimate in  
modern luxury and style, setting the  
standards with leading-edge  
designs, exceptional specificatons 
and touches of true glamour.

Where better to experience this trend setting cara-

van than The Lake District, which offers some spec-

tacular scenery and is home to 12 of the largest 

lakes in our glorious island. The deepest – Wastwa-

ter, and most popular – Windermere, famous for its 

steamboat cruises, or if you want to beat the sum-

mer crowds try Ullswater. Each lake is surrounded 

by dramatic views great walking trails and pretty 

towns and villages to explore.   
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If simply soaking up the scenery isn’t enough, there’s plenty to keep 

you busy in Cumbria. It’s  a popular walking and cycling destination, 

and also hosts numerous festivals, from agricultural, the creative arts to 

food and beer festivals. Cumbria also has a healthy dose of historic sites, 

including Hadrian’s wall, stone circles and mysterious rock carvings 

boasting centuries of history, abbey ruins, castles and the homes of 

literary greats such as Beatrix Potter and William Wordsworth.  Foodies 

can find Michelin star restaurants in Ambleside and there are plenty of 

country pubs with great local food on offer throughout the region.

Your luxurious lakeside home.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line 
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria.co.uk



Astella

Camping in glamorous style.

Astella
Rececently voted the UK’s Best Luxury 

Caravan, the Astella would provide a luxurious 

home from home, in the perfect lakeside 

setting of the Lake District or anywhere you 

choose to go.

European Innovation Award-winning Astella 

gives you the ultimate caravanning experience. 

Premium silver-grey i-shaped design exterior, 

loft-apartment style interior, high-gloss finish-

es and chrome detailing, this is pure glamour. 

Sky-roof and panoramic window on all layouts.

2 Models 4 Berths
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Astella

Contemporary furniture style, choice of textiles, complemented by ambient, 

directional and LED lights. The large seating area. L-shaped Smart kitchen with 

three flame gas stove and cover, oven and grill, large sink and worktop space. 

Spacious storage,104l fridge.
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Astella

Comfortable, adjustable beds in twin and French format. Luxury-hotel style bathroom, with sink, 

toilet and shower. New easy-use Control Panel. Multi -media wall, pre-installed TV position. 

Fully integrated Alde heating.
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2x2x2x
 11 AL-KO chassis  ALDE central heating and hot 

water heating    
Multimedia & TV solutions 
  

2x11kg Gas bottle 
compartment 

Astella

EXTERIOR FEATURES

i-shaped exterior design in silver-grey colour.

AL-KO delta axle

ATC trailer control system

GRP construction and AL-KO chassis.

Exclusive front/rear walls with modular ABS and 
integrated LED lights and handles.

New sky-roof and panoramic window on all models.

Double-glazed and tinted side windows.

INTERIOR FEATURES

Contemporary design, luxurious and spacious 
interior.

Comfortable bedrooms in twin and French formats.

L-shaped Smart kitchen with oven and grill  
and 104l fridge.

Ergo bathroom with hotel-style finishes, sink,  
toilet and shower.

OPTION

A range of further options available.

Leather upholstery.

Complimentary FOC Golden edition equipment pack 
to celebrate together Adria jubilee.

AL-KO chassis.

Luxurious kitchen with oven, 
grill and drainer.

ALDE central heating and hot water heating for all-
seasons use.

Skylight.
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Amazon4 Rio Grande4

   
Polyester exterior
 

Astella

No. Number of Berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

TEXTILES 

Autumn Leaves Evening Star Leather
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Adora
The new Adora would be a fine com-
panion for any holiday adventure, 
with its contemporary new design, 
intelligent new layouts and innova-
tive features such as the new sky-
roof and panoramic windows.

Cornwall, the most temperate and exotic part of 

the UK, would be an ideal place to explore too. It 

maybe famous for its coastline and beaches but it 

also has plenty of historic market towns and quaint 

fishing villages to explore. Yet in recent years other 

attractions have gained the media attention, so if 

you haven’t been lately, then maybe this is the year 

to change your views of Cornwall. 

AD
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You’ll be spoilt for choice regarding beaches. There are 150 beaches 

along the 250 miles of coastline. Newquay’s Fistral may have the 

surfing vibe but also try Gyllyngvase near Falmouth and Porthmeor at 

St Ives for great days out. Culinary attractions now add to the vibe with 

excellent local, extensive sea-food and a growing interest in local wine 

and organic food. Then there’s the Rick Stein phenomenon at Padstow 

and now Jamie Oliver’s Fifteen at Watergate Bay.  The Eden Project at 

St Austell is the world’s largest rainforest in captivity, one million plants 

in a series of interconnecting and award-winning architectural “pods”. 

It’s a “must see” attraction in this beautiful corner of England.

Change your views of Cornwall in the new Adora.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line 
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria.co.uk 



Adora

It will change your views.

Adora
The new Adora would make the perfect base-

camp for your next adventure, Cornwall or 

elsewhere, with its contemporary new exterior 

and interior - featuring the outstanding new 

sky-roof and panoramic windows, which give 

a new outlook on luxury. 

Enjoy the ‘atrium-style’ living in the award-

winning new Adora, with the new sky-roof and 

panoramic window. All new i-shaped exterior 

design with dynamic front and rear walls, 

GRP construction and AL-KO chassis. New 

interior design with chrome detailing and gloss 

finishes and choice of textiles.

5 Models 2-6 Berths
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Adora

Comfortable twin, island and French beds with double bunk bed choices. Smart 

kitchen with 104l Thetford fridge, three flame gas stove with cover, sink with sink 

cover and drainer, grill and oven. Ample storage and worktop space.
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Adora

Ergo bathroom with shower, toilet and fold-away sink. Separate shower in larger models. 

Directional, ambient and LED lighting. New easy use Control Panel and multi-media wall, 

featuring TV and radio pre-installation, tablet dock, pre-installed speakers and aerial, Truma 

heating.

AD
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 Multimedia & TV solutions  
2x2x2x

 11 2x11kg Gas bottle compartment Ergonomic bathroom 
 
No of berths 6 

Adora

EXTERIOR FEATURES

New i-shape exterior design with new front  
and rear wall.

Atrium-style living with the new sky-roof and 
panoramic window.

Internal lengths from 4,7m to 6,1m with sleeping for 
up-to 6 people   

GRP construction and AL-KO chassis.

Double-glazed, 'flat' design tinted windows.

AL-KO secure receiver

INTERIOR FEATURES

New sky-roof and panoramic window with integrated 
lining, lights, UV screen, blinds and mosquito screen.

Atrium-style living with a view in five layouts.

Truma heating.

Comfortable bedrooms in twin, island, French format 
with double bunk beds.

Ergo bathroom with fold-away sink, toilet and shower. 
Separate shower in larger models.

Smart kitchen with three flame gas stove, cover and 
sink plus Thetford 104l fridge, grill, oven, sink cover 
and drainer.

OPTION

A range of further options available.

Complimentary FOC Golden edition equipment pack 
to celebrate together Adria jubilee.

AL-KO chassis.

New sky-roof with  
panoramic windows.

New attractive exterior I-shape design with flat 
designed windows. 

The exterior bodywork is 
made from tough, durable 
polyester, which is easy to 
maintain and clean.
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Loire2 Rhine6Seine4 Thames4Isonzo4

Polyester exterior  AL-KO chassis  

Adora

TEXTILES 

Picasso Monet

No. Number of Berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor
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Altea
Recently voted the Rough Guide’s 
“best place in the world to visit”, 
Wales boasts a wealth of character 
and natural beauty. And there’s no 
better way to explore Wales than in 
the award-winning new Altea.  

Wales offers many options. Explore the sandy 

Penbryn beach in Cardigan Bay and go dolphin and 

seal spotting. Picnic on the secluded Mwnt beach 

on the Pembrokeshire coast.  Wildlife lovers should 

visit the RSPB reserve on Ramsey Island to witness 

sea birds, including puffins, nesting on cliffs. Or try 

spending the day meandering around the vibrant 

13th century-walled town of Tenby, or tee off at the 

famous Criccieth Golf Club. 
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To the North, stroll around the fantasy village of Port Meirion, enjoy fish 

and chips in popular Llandudno, marvel at Conwy Castle and enjoy 

local produce at Bodnant Welsh Food Centre. 

Visit the haunting remains of Dolbadarn Castle and Harlech Castle on 

your way to the famous Snowdonia National Park, where the Ffestiniog 

Railway winds between the mountains and King Arthur’s sword 

Excalibur supposedly lays to rest in one its lakes. It’s also worth making 

stops in the lesser known but equally charming villages en route as you 

never know what you might discover.

Explore the magic of Wales in the new Altea.

Discover more destinations in our new on-line 
magazine, Inspirations, at www.adria.co.uk



Altea

Designed for brighter living.

Altea
Wherever you go, the new Altea will ensure 

your visit is a comfortable and memorable 

adventure. Designed for brighter living with all-

new exterior and interior and available from 3,9 

to 6,0m internal length, with berths for up-to 

7 people, in multiple layouts with single, twin, 

double, French and bunk bed formats.

Award-winning Altea with i-shaped design, 

dynamic front and rear wall, GRP polyester 

body and sidewalls on an AL-KO chassis.

4 Models 4-7 Berths AL
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Altea

Contemporary new design with large seating group and new lighting system with 

ambient, spot-lights and LEDs. Sleeps up-to 7 people, in multiple layouts with 

single, twin, double or French combined with double or triple bunk-beds. New 

Smart kitchen has a three flame gas stove with cover, grill, oven, sink with cover 

and drainer, optimized worktop and storage. 104l fridge dependent on model, with 

pre-installation space for a microwave. 
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Altea

Ergo bathroom with fold-away sink, toilet and shower. Altea come with Truma heating including 

Ultraheat and ambient lighting.
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Storage drawers feature new closing mechanism.

The innovative new lighting 
system provides ample full 
or background lighting.

New i-shaped exterior design.

Award-winning innovative 
design.

Altea

EXTERIOR FEATURES

i-shaped exterior design with dynamic front and rear 
wall with integrated lights and handles.

Internal lengths from 3,9m to 5,5m with sleeping for 
up-to 7 people.

Full GRP body with AL-KO chassis and stabilser.

Double-glazed, flat design, tinted windows.

INTERIOR FEATURES

Contemporary interior design with new furniture

Multiple layouts with twin, island, French and bunk 
bed options.

Intelligent lighting with ambient, directional and LED 
lights.

Truma heating with Ultraheat.

Smart kitchen with three flame gas stove with cover, 
sink with cover and drainer, large fridge, grill and 
oven.

Ergo bathroom with fold-away sink, toilet and shower.

OPTION

A range of further options available.

Complimentary FOC Golden edition equipment pack 
to celebrate together Adria jubilee.

Carpets.

Adittional bunk in selected models.

L E D LED Ergonomic bathroom  Refrigerator  No of berths 7 
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Trent4Forth4

2x/3x

2x

Severn6/7

2x/3x2x

Tamar6/7

Altea

TEXTILES

Autumn Leaves

No. Number of Berths

 Kitchen

 Table

 Seating area

 Wardrobe

 Berths

 Bathroom

 Floor

Polyester exterior AL-KO chassis
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ALTEA ADORA ASTELLA

Equipment

MAIN

AL-KO galvanised steel chassis Yes No No

AL-KO galvanised steel chassis with Delta axle for easier towing No Yes Yes

European Whole Vehicle Type Approval Yes Yes Yes

Multi award winning caravans for design, functionality and reliability Yes Yes Yes

Overall body width 2.3m Yes No No

Overall body width 2.3m (Loire, Rhine and Seine) No Yes No

Overall body width 2.45m No No Yes

Overall body width 2.45m (Isonzo and Amazon) No Yes No

All models are NCC approved Yes Yes Yes

10 year water ingress warranty. *Years 6-10 only available to the original puchaser. Yes Yes Yes

All models are specifically designed for the Great British market. Yes Yes Yes

EXTERIOR

"Step on" A-frame cover for easy access to clean front wall Yes Yes Yes

2 Midi Heki 700mm X 400mm rooflights No No Yes

3 piece front windows No Yes No

Contempory stylish graphic design with 3D elements Yes Yes Yes

Double glazed flat tinted windows Yes Yes Yes

EN1645 Grade 3 classification for heating and thermal insulation Yes Yes Yes

Exterior access wet locker Yes Yes Yes

Extra large one piece front window Yes No No

Fully bonded one piece polyester roof for extra strength and durablity Yes Yes Yes

Graphic design exclusive to the UK with 3D elements Yes Yes No

i-Design rear wall with high level brake light, modular individually replacable pieces 
and exclusive light clusters

Yes Yes Yes

i-Design fuel saving aerodynamic front wall  
with modular individually replacable pieces

Yes Yes Yes
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ALTEA ADORA ASTELLA

EXTERIOR

Industry leading THERMOBUILD method sandwich construction method. Insulation 
thicknesses Floor 29mm, side walls 20mm and roof 25mm

Yes Yes No

Industry leading THERMOBUILD method sandwich construction method. Insulation 
thicknesses Floor 34mm, side walls 29mm and roof 29mm

No No Yes

Multi directional clear HEKI S 400x400 rooflight Yes Yes No

One piece scratch and damage resistant polyester side walls Yes Yes Yes

Opening panoramic rooflight with blind and flyscreen No Yes Yes

Recessed body coloured awning rail Yes Yes Yes

Two piece entrance door with moulded liner Yes No No

Two piece entrance door with window, flyscreen and moulded liner No Yes Yes

INTERIOR

"Smart" kitchen with optimized work space and functionality Yes Yes Yes

1.95m (6'5" headroom) Yes Yes Yes

Adjustable head rests on all fixed beds Yes Yes Yes

All fixed beds lengths 2m or 6'6" Yes Yes Yes

Bed make up system with "pull out" slated seat bases Yes Yes No

Cassette flyscreens and blinds on all windows Yes Yes Yes

Contemporary style high impact scratch resistant floor vinyl Yes Yes Yes

Extra large drawers in kitchen for vast storage capacity No Yes Yes

Free standing table suitable for full sized place settings No No Yes

Free standing table suitable for full sized place settings with storage Yes Yes No

High quality removable carpets Factory Option Yes Yes

Premium upholstery with high quality and density foam Yes Yes Yes

Seat and bed ventilation boards and channels behind all funiture for airflow cirulation Yes Yes Yes

Space saving ERGO practical and stylish washroom design Yes Yes Yes

Vast storage space in Kitchen with largest drawers in the industry No Yes Yes

White table and worktops Yes Yes Yes
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Equipment

EQUIPMENT

13 pin "Jaeger" 12V car connector Yes Yes Yes

3 gas large burner hob (all burners useable at once) Yes Yes Yes

Al-Ko AKS stabiliser for easier towing Yes Yes Yes

All interior lighting LED No Yes Yes

All interior lighting LED except halogen spotlights Yes No No

ATC trailer control system for easier towing No No Yes

Bulkhead mounted gas regulator suitable for use  
with either propane or butane bottles

Yes Yes Yes

Carbon monoxide detector Yes Yes Yes

Combi oven/grill Yes Yes Yes

Concealed security data chip within caravan construction Yes Yes Yes

Continental installation of dual fuel Alde central heating and water heating  
with more convectors

No No Yes

CRiS identity number etched to windows and caravan chassis Yes Yes Yes

Dual fuel blown air heating with Truma S gas heater 3.4kW  
and Ultraheat electric 2kW combined 5.4kw

Yes Yes No

Entrance step Yes Yes Yes

Exterior access battery box with mains electric inlet, 230V socket  
and TV aerial socket with 25m mains connection cable

Yes Yes Yes

Externall BBQ point No Yes Yes

Fully protected mains electric system Yes Yes Yes

Glass hob lid with safety cut-out feature Yes Yes Yes

Interior ambient lighting Yes Yes Yes

Isolation taps for gas appliances Yes Yes Yes

Large 104L Thetford fridge No Yes Yes

Large 90L Thetford fridge Yes No No

LED awning light Yes Yes Yes

ALTEA ADORA ASTELLA
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EQUIPMENT

Preinstallation for air conditioning Yes Yes Yes

Smoke alarm Yes Yes Yes

Steel spare wheel with holder in gas locker No Yes Yes

Thetford C260 turnable toilet with electric flush and 18 litre wheeled waste tank 
(except Adora Rhine)

No Yes Yes

Thetford C402 fixed toilet with manual flush and 19 litre wheeled waste tank  
(Adora Rhine only)

Yes Yes No

TV holder No No Yes

User friendly 12V control panel with battery selection,  
battery state meter and water pump control

Yes Yes Yes

PACKS

Complimentary free of charge Golden Edition equipment pack including AKS 
stabiliser, Truma Ultraheat, ambient lighting, drainer and sink cover.

Yes No No

Complimentary free of charge Golden Edition equipment pack including Ambient 
lighting, Alloy wheels, Al-Ko Secure receiver, Carpets, drainer and sink cover.

No Yes No

Complimentary free of charge Golden Edition equipment pack including ATC stability 
system, Ambient lighting, decorative roof rails, carpets, drainer and sink cover.

No No Yes

FACTORY OPTIONS

Bose sound system with radio/CD/MP3 head unit No No Factory Option

Carpets Factory Option No No

Leather upholstry No No Factory Option

Severn and Tamar available as 7 berth Yes No No

DEALER FIT OPTIONS

Microwave Dealer fit option Dealer fit option Dealer fit option

Radio No Dealer fit option Dealer fit option

TV aerial Dealer fit option Dealer fit option Dealer fit option

TV holder Dealer fit option Dealer fit option Standard

ALTEA ADORA ASTELLA
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Living in motion

Adria’s website is the best source of information on Adria and all 

Adria vehicles. Easy to navigate and with its own Product Selector, 

all technical information. 

www.adria.co.uk

Be On-line

Adria’s new online interactive customer magazine, Adria Inspirations, is 

packed full of inspirational destinations and adventures for you and your 

motorhome or caravan. With detailed behind the scenes information, the 

latest product news and features on the world of camping its a must-read 

each Spring and Autumn.

Discover more in our new online magazine, Inspirations, at  

www.adria.co.uk

Be Inspired

Adria has a large community of owners 

and with facebook sites in most coun-

tries and over 30,000 fans world-wide. 

Join our community and share your 

experience with like-minded people.   

 Adria Caravans & Motorhomes

 http://www.youtube.com/user/

adriamobilchannel

Be Social
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torhomes,  taken straight off the same Adria production lines 

which produce our caravans, completed this gruelling test without 

fault, coping with extreme temperatures, difficult terrain and high 

altititudes.

Discover more at www.adria.co.uk

“Dakar is brutal.  
It’s an extreme test for 
everyone and every  
vehicle involved.”
Marc Coma
Dakar 2014 Winner,
Motorcycle Category.

Living in extreme motion

Dakar 2014

Adria is also a proud partner of the Red Bull KTM Factory Racing Team, 

in the Dakar Rally. The Dakar is the world’s toughest race, where over 500 

entrants in cars, trucks, quads and motorcycles battle it out for fifteen days 

and  9,000 kms of all kinds of terrain and conditions. 

At Dakar 2014 Adria five motorhomes supported Marc Coma and the win-

ning Red Bull KTM Factory Racing team. Three Matrix and two Sonic mo-
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